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My Background

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Studied film production
B.Ed Middle Years stream
PBDE-General
M.Ed-Educational Technology and Design
(in progress)
Middle years multimedia and technology
teacher
Former homeroom teacher
Technology and applied arts teacher

Multimedia
Production

●

Some view multimedia production as a means
to teach hands on software skills for content
creation (Malik & Agarwal, 2012).

●

My opinion is that it is a process of creating
and producing a podcast, film, or some other
kind of media content, is a large endeavor that
uses a variety of skills. This can include
planning, visualization, problem solving,
critical thinking, distributed learning,
reflection, hands on skills with equipment,
software, etc

Research and
Theories

●

●

●

Wigfield, Lutz, and Wagner (2005) suggest
that to help students transition through the
middle years it is important to address social
skills, career information, and cultural
awareness/sensitivity.
Peterson and Orde (1995) recommend that
when implementing multimedia production in
a middle school students have the opportunity
to explore hands on with media creation tools,
and that teachers use formative assessment,
interactive lessons, flexible schedules, and
design materials for the learning preferences
of the audience.
Similarly, Liu (2003) describes a cognitive
apprenticeship model where the learners
function as multimedia designers in a team
environment that focuses on cognitive skills
through four stages of planning, design,
production, and revision. Liu reports that this
approach has shown encouraging results for
enhancing cognitive skills.

My Context

●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Classes come 120-160 minutes every six day cycle
for a three month term.
Ages 10-14 with a variety of abilities.
Four different schools
I typically build up a skill set in students with
smaller lessons
Equipment: DSLRs, camcorders, microphones,
digital audio interfaces.
Guiding and supporting students through the
process.
General non-specific learning outcomes
Apple computers
○ iMovie
○ Garageband
○ Adobe Creative Suite

Larger Projects

●

Grade 6:
○

●

Grade 7:
○
○

●

Silent short films
Podcasts
Stop motion films

Grade 8:
○

Narrative documentaries

Other possibilities: Video slideshows, games,
websites, sound stories, media campaigns, etc

●

Process

●

●
●

●

Generating ideas: Brainstorming, discussions,
think/pair/share, watching previous projects, etc.
Design: Scripts, storyboards, rehearsal, shot lists. For
movies I like the two-column script. Scaffolding and
support based on the ability.
Production: Lets the students work and explore. Offer
immediate feedback. Support them where needed.
Post Production: Editing, peer review, feedback, revisit
production stage. Lots of mini lessons and small
demonstrations on an as needed basis. Software should
be appropriate.
Screening: Either in class, online, or in an event.

Be flexible and support students along the way. Provide just in
time teaching. Know about the process yourself. You may want
to consider situated roles.

Tips
●

Supports
○

Two-column script rather than screenplay
format

●

Methods and Strategies
○

Time to explore

○

Frequent check ins

○

No set deadlines to finish, but deadlines to
move on.

○

Groups of approximately 3 students

○

Mini lessons

○

Chunking of larger projects into smaller tasks

○

Informational organizers

○

Encouragement and helping students manage
time.

○

Be aware of how much time you have

○

Help students get to the fun stuff

○

Every course could work out differently

○

Have a structure but keep it flexible
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